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Patric Kraft          July 30th, 2018 
 
Am Arnsee 16 
65462 Ginsheim 
Germany 

To Whom It May concern, 

Patric Kraft had been a customer resident engineer in my team since April 4th, 2016.  

In the function as a resident engineer he is responsible for total vehicle integration of speakers and amplifiers. 
He is managing several different projects in parallel from the early development stages through prototype builds 
and vehicle launch. This includes preparing and running the customer project development meetings (PDT). 
Furthermore, he is leading the change management efforts at Opel and the required coordination with the Bose 
team for math data and drawing releases. 

Patric is collaborating with the system integration engineer in the area of amplifier hardware and software 
change management, and is assisting with the release of data files in the customer’s databank if needed. 
In addition he supports indirect team members for audio tunings which are completed on-site at the Opel 
Technical Center. 

Patric has good work ethics and follows through on assignments and action items. In his collaboration with the 
Bose development team in the United States of America he has demonstrated flexibility in his work hours when 
needed. His written and verbal communication is excellent in German and good in English. Patric’s attention to 
detail is reflected in the documentation, opens issues management, and tracking lists he maintains. 

Patric will be an asset to any future employer, and I wish him all the best on his future endeavors. 

With best regards, 

 

 
Knut Schneider 
Bose Corporation 
Manager Resident Engineers 
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Continental Engineering Services

Breitlacherstr. 94, 60489 Frankfurt am Main

To Whom it May concern,

It is with great pleasure that I write this letter of recommendation on behalf of Patric Kraft. He has been

working as a project engineer under my supervision at Continental Engineering Services since January

1st,2019.

As a Test and Validation Lead Engineer, he is responsible for the component and system validetion

testing from definition to production release including leading and coordinating the test teams.

Within Patric's responsibility lies the creation of the project test strategy, the consolidation, monitoring,

and driving the other disciplines to ensure on time execution of test related activities. He aligna all

domain test schedules and maintains them consolidated within the project test schedule. Furthernrcre,

he organizes the definition of regression strategies with the domain test managers and ensures

necessary test coverage.

Patric has excellent work ethics to follow through on assignments and action items. He has an inrerit

ability to relate with his colleagues and achieves success through combined efforts. He respects e.rery

individual irrespective of caste, gender, nationality, disability or age. His attention to detail, crisp

communication, organization strength, documentation skills, perseverance, and solution-oriented action

is a benefit for our team.

Patric will be an asset to any future employer and I wish him all the best on his future endeavors

Marc Hoffmann

Senior Manager Product Management


